
GOOD MOWERS WITH Gms:  
FRAMING BLACK WOMANHOOD 
IN THE BLACK PANTHER, 1968-1980 
By Linda Lumsden 

This article examines the Black Panther Party newspaper’s frames of 
black womanhood to explore larger questions about how social move- 
ment media construct social reality, create and maintain group identity, 
and counter hegemonic media. It uses framing and social movement the- 
ory to analyze the Black Panther‘s reframing of black womanhoodfrom 
restrictive essentialist stereotypes to empowering portrayals of female 
resistance. The newspaper’s evolving frame of black women makes it an 
important artifact of the culture of resistance regarded as the foundation 
of black feminist thought. Its discussions of the interlocking oppressions 
of race, class, and gender were a major contribution to feminism. 

Contrary to the iconic hyper-masculine image of the Black Panther 
Party as a gang of rifle-toting men clad in black leather, its weekly news- 
paper was profoundly feminist. The Black Panther’s framing of black 
womanhood illuminates what William Gamson calls radical media’s 
role as the ”central battleground for dissident groups to define them- 
selves and their issues as they challenge dominant hegemony.’ The 
Panther is an important artifact of the “culture of resistance” that Patricia 
Hill Collins regards as the foundation of black feminist thought? As the 
BPP created one of the twentieth-century’s most salient counter-hege- 
monic images of black resistance, the newspaper provided alternative 
frames on women’s issues, such as women in prison, politics, labor, and 
developing nations; reproductive rights; welfare rights; and the wo- 
men’s movement. 

The Panther’s challenge to mass media representations of black 
women is a vital but overlooked aspect of the BPP newspaper, the “most 
visible, constant symbol of the party,” according to former Panther 
David Hilliard.3 The newspaper became a premiere forum for challeng- 
ing the negative associations of African American women disseminated 
by mainstream media-what historian Jane &odes calls the “central 
purveyors of the framing of black Ameri~a.”~ Positive, respectful Panther 
frames of black women exemplify what John Downing states is the rad- 
ical media mission ”to disrupt the silence, to counter the lies, to provide 
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the t r ~ t h . ” ~  Those frames also demonstrate how social movements use 
media to construct and maintain group identity? The Panther’s public 
rhetoric about women, however, obscures private intraparty gender bat- 
tles, a common tension in social  movement^.^ Female Panthers chal- 
lenged sexist stereotypes that appeared in the Black Panther during its 
shaky first year, and by autumn 1969 the newspaper unfailingly framed 
black women and men as equals. It published pioneering analysis by 
Panther women that expanded Second Wave feminism by addressing the 
intersection of race, gender, and class? It never portrayed black women 
as sex objects or as consumers. The newspaper’s verbal and visual rhet- 
oric offered a paradoxical blend of traditional and radical frames of 
womanhood. Its most provocative imagery of mothers with guns fused 
militant Panther rhetoric advocating armed self-defense with the tradi- 
tional image of woman as guardian of the home. 

Downing argues that radical social-movement media such as the 
Black Panther are critical for democracy, as they are ”the chief standard 
bearers of a democratic communication ~tructure.”~ Gamson says a social 
movement’s periodical uses framing to create a collective identity. 
According to Robert Entman, “To frame is to select some aspects of a per- 
ceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in 
such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal inter- 
pretation, moral evaluation, and/ or treatment recommendation for the 
item described.”1° Framing is a key part of the ”negotiation over mean- 
ing” that Gamson and Gadi Wolfsfeld say occurs between social move- 
ment organizations such as the BPP and hegemonic media, which typi- 
cally frame dissidence negatively.” Framing also helps to construct an 
enemy, in part through confrontational rhetoric, which further builds 
group identity, according to Robert Scott and Donald Smith.I2 David 
Snow and Robert Benford describe the centrality of ”collective action 
frames” in social movement media to inspire and legitimate group activ- 
ities and campaigns.13 

Many scholars have examined the consequences of mainstream 
media’s hostile framing of deviant social movements. Sociologist 
Todd Gitlin’s landmark study of media coverage of the New Left 
shows how framing can impose authoritarian ide01ogy.l~ Cultural the- 
orist Stuart Hall argues media can spread or maintain racism through 
news frames and their claim of 0bje~tivity.l~ Rhodes’s groundbreaking 
study of BPP imagery characterized media coverage of the Panthers 
as permeated by ”racially coded frames” that reflected deeply 
ingrained beliefs of black criminality, violence, and inferiority.16 
Entman found that the media framed the Panthers’ story as a threat 
by angry, young black men instead of as a response to racism and 
poverty.17 Other studies show media frames encouraged the idea that 
Black Power was a problem that should be addressed by police 
authorities, a classic example of Hall’s claim that media frames help 
preserve the dominant social order.I8 Angela McRobbie and Sarah 
Thornton, however, argue that deviant social groups use their own 
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”niche” media to reframe negative mass media portrayals and 
defend their mission.19 

Numerous scholars have described the Black Power movement as 
incorrigibly misogynist?” Previous scholarship on Panther coverage of 
women, however, often has not ventured beyond 1968, the newspaper’s 
first year, when its essentialist gender discourse was blatantly sexist. 
Rhodes cites only two 1968 articles as evidence that Panther commentary 
“regularly” advocated ”masculine authority and a sexual division of 
labor.”21 Similarly, Rodger Streitmatter cites two 1968 articles and anoth- 
er in early 1969 as evidence that the Panther emphasized masculine 
authority and patriarchy.” Matthew Hughey uses a 1968 Panther essay 
as evidence of BPP misogyny. Although Hughey cites later articles to 
conclude that the BPP ”re-envisioned black masculinity in important 
ways,” he does not discuss the newspaper’s feminist framing of black 
women.= Erica Doss claims that the BPP’s visual imagery ”reinscribed 
the most egregious forms of patriarchal privilege.”” Although Samuel 
Josephs does cite Black Panther content beyond 1969 to demonstrate the 
“rather dramatic transformation” in BPP gender ideology, which he 
calls a “critical component” of the party, he focuses on party framing of 
black manhood.= John Courtright’s assertion that Panthers used their 
guns ”to declare their masculinity” overlooks the Panther‘s many por- 
trayals of women with guns?6 Simon Wendt, whose 2007 observation 
that BPP rhetoric ”tended to legitimize the subordination of women” 
ignores its newspaper’s empowering social construction of black wom- 
a n h ~ o d ? ~  

This analysis of the Panther’s reframing of black womanhood joins 
other works since 1998 that emphasize what Stephen Ward calls the 
”vibrant political, cultural, and intellectual” contributions of the Black 
Power movement?” Some scholars argue that black feminism signifi- 
cantly influenced that m0~ernent.Z~ They also have reclaimed the impor- 
tant role women played in the Black Panthers.= Former Panther 
Kathleen Cleaver argues Panther women belong in the ”longer tradition 
of fighting women” in African American hist01-y.~~ Tracye Matthews’ 
1998 dissertation, for example, cites Panther articles as evidence that 
”Black women were critical players in the BPP.”32 Matthews discusses 
how changing frames over time in the Black Panther demonstrated that 
the party’s ”ideological formulations on gender roles were being con- 
stantly revised . . . .’’= Her study, however, ends in 1971. 

This article will examine Panther frames of black womanhood to 
explore larger questions about how social movement media construct 
social reality, create and maintain group identity, and counter hegemon- 
ic media. It traces what themes recur, disappear, or evolve in Panther 
frames of women over time. It analyzes the relatively swift transforma- 
tion of those frames, from restrictive stereotypes to an embrace of female 
empowerment, in search of insights on how ideology evolves in a social 
movement. It seeks evidence that would connect the Panther to the his- 
torical tradition of black female resistance. The historical research 
involved scanning headlines of all Panther issues from 1968 through 
1980 available in the Underground Newspaper Microfilm Collection. 
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Gender frames and discourse identified in more than two hundred arti- 
cles on women’s issues and female Panthers were then closely ana- 
lyzed.% The visual rhetoric of dozens of illustrations featuring women 
also was examined. Dozens of memoirs and secondary sources supple- 
mented primary published sources. 

The Party Masculinity was a focal point of the Black Power movement that 
competed with the relatively conservative civil rights movement in the and Its 
late 1 9 6 0 ~ . ~ ~  The Black Panther Party for Self Defense, founded in Newspaper 
Oakland, California, in October 1966 by Bobby Seale and Huey P. 
Newton, urged poor urban blacks to forcefully resist oppression, partic- 
ularly police brutality. The first issue of the Black Punther, a four-page 
mimeograph on April 25,1967, said of the Panthers, “These Brothers are 
the cream of Black manhood.”36 They created a ten-point program Seale 
once summarized as ”Land, bread, housing, education, clothing, justice, 
and . . . peace.”37 More than 5,000 people across the nation joined the 
party by 1970, and many more showed support by clenching their 
upraised fists in the Panthers’ iconic gesture of resistance. Caribbean rev- 
olutionist Frantz Fanon’s emphasis on armed struggle inspired the 
Panthers’ militaristic rhetoric and conspicuous display of guns.% 

The Panthers were not the first African Americans to call for armed 
resistance: Herbert Aptheker found evidence of some 250 slave upris- 
ings, anti-lynching crusader Ida Wells-Bamett proclaimed in 1892 that 
African Americans should arm themselves in self-defense, and blacks 
carried arms to protect themselves against white rioters in East St. Louis 
in 1917.39 News accounts, however, constructed the Panthers as lawless 
black counterparts of the Ku Klux Klan. Media frames focusing on their 
guns reflected the journalistic imperative for conflict and novelty as well 
as unconscious racism instead of issues raised by the BPP. Editor 
Eldridge Cleaver, however, intended to shock with obscenity-laden, 
inflammatory rhetoric such as the Panthers’ notorious call to “Off the 
pigs!”” The crude phrase epitomizes the adversarial nature of collective 
action frames. Such confrontational rhetoric-a typical cover story 
attacked ”Fascism in America”-further forged Panther group identity 
by defining the enemy. Panther news stories framed that enemy as insti- 
tutionalized American racism, reflected in a 1972 headline, ”Poverty is a 
Crime, and Our People are the Victims.”*’ The Panther’s counter-hege- 
monic frames of police brutality and of governmental mistreatment of 
poor, urban blacks substantiate Downing’s characterization of radical 
periodicals as fundamental to contributing diverse viewpoints that are 
requisite for a healthy democracy.“ 

By the mid-l970s, a number of Panthers and police had died in 
shootouts, and some 700 Panthers had been arrested as a result of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation’s secret, illegal COINTELPRO campaign 
started in 1970.” Despite these setbacks, the Black Panther proved amaz- 
ingly resilient, appearing every week from January 1968 through 1978, 
when finances forced the Panther to scale back to monthly publication. 
Peak circulation hit 139,000 in 1970.” Rhodes writes that the Panther’s 
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radical verbal and visual rhetoric made the weekly tabloid the “paradig- 
matic periodical of black revolutionary politics.”“ 

Coverage throughout 1968 centered on the party’s theatrical “Free 
Huey!” campaign in response to Newton’s arrest and murder trial. Even 
after Cleaver fled to Algeria that April to avoid murder charges, the 
newspaper continued to feature the Soul on Ice author’s powerful essays 
during the tenure of a handful of male successors over the next two 
years. The paper’s quality improved and its rhetoric toned down under 
editor Elaine Brown from 1970 through 1972 and Ericka Huggins, who 
assisted her beginning in 1971 and briefly succeeded her in early 1972. 
By then, the Panthers had largely abandoned militaristic rhetoric. 
”We’ve rejected the rhetoric of the gun; it got about forty of us killed and 
sent hundreds of us to prison,” Newton said.& David Du Bois’s insis- 
tence on collective decision making during his tenure as editor from 
1973 to 1975 helped ensure that female staffers’ voices were heard. The 
Black Panther outlasted the party, which fell apart when the influential 
Brown quit in 1977 after learning Newton had ordered the beating of a 
female Panther, a flagrant example of the chasm between BPP words 
and deeds.47 Following a series of quick editor turnovers, JoNina Abron 
served as its final editor from March 1978 through 1980.@ 

Black 
Panther’s 
Refiaming 
Of 

Articles initially framed women as subordinate. Female writers 
throughout 1968 extolled women to train their energy on men as part of 
the party mission to salvage black manhood. One wrote that a Panther 
woman should be ”supportive”: “Her main objective should be to assist 
in the re-birth of the black man’s mind.”49 Another framed women as 
mystically maternal, a state similar to the ”feminine mystique” that 
Betty Friedan said entrapped white middle-class housewives.50 The 
author stated a revolutionary woman must fulfill black men “in every 
way that they must be fulfilled in order to live and fight.”51 A compan- 
ion article continued the theme of female subservience: “The woman’s 
place is to stand behind the black man . . . .”52 This rhetoric reflected the 
Panthers’ prioritization of reclaiming black masculinity and, as Rhodes 
observed, their idealization of traditional gender It also aligned 
the newspaper with hegemonic media by reinforcing male dominance, 
a troublesome contradiction in a social movement opposed to oppres- 
sion. 

Subverting the construction of subordinate black womanhood, 
however, was the empowering visual rhetoric of female resistance in 
illustrator Emory Douglas’s self-described “revolutionary art.”% Best 
known for his Panther cartoons of pigs in police uniforms, as early as 
March 1968 Douglas created back-cover, two-color, poster-like images of 
women brandishing guns or knives that romanticized Panther women 
as warri0rs.5~ Douglas also drew a wide range of portraits showing poor 
black women resisting authority in everyday life, such as a middle-aged 
matron singing, ”I just want to testify/I’m not going to sit around any 
longer / I’ve got freedom on my mind.”% Douglas believed art should 
raise viewers’ consciousness about oppression. His Panther illustrations 
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included the three elements Gamson lists as elements of collective action 
framing: injustice, agency, and identity.57 Curator Sam Durant describes 
Douglas’s art as “a visual mythology of power for people who felt pow- 
erless and victimized.”58 

The newspaper’s imagery was a striking contrast to popular cul- 
ture stereotypes of black women as self-sacrificing mammies, sexual 
objects, or emasculating matriar~hs.5~ Douglas’s illustrations of everyday 
women represented what Deborah King calls the ”multifaceted nature of 
black womanhood.“60 They broadened and strengthened the organiza- 
tion‘s group identity. Douglas lent dignity to the women he drew, with 
their jaws set and eyes looking forward.6l A 1972 illustration was a strik- 
ing version of Dorothea Lange‘s iconic Depression photo, “Migrant 
Mother.”62 Images of Sojourner Truth and Harriet Tubman graced a 1978 
back cover, a connection to black women’s long history of resourceful 
resistance.63 In the Panther‘s early years Douglas mentored the party’s 
first female member, Matilaba (Joan Lewis), who also drew black women 
carrying guns.64 

Matilaba’s poem in a November 1968 issue indicated that not all 
Panther women were content simply standing behind their men. It be- 
gan “Revolutionary brother /And a / Revolutionary Sister / Work/ Hand 
and Hand /Together /As a / team . . . They have reached the level / Where 
man-woman/Hangups don’t exist . . . .”- By 1969, Panther frames of 
women began to catch up with Matilaba’s sentiment. In the May 4 issue, 
June Culberson publicly challenged the party’s restrictive gender views. 
Culberson asserted, ”[Olur role is to fight in and participate in this revo- 
lution on an equal footing with our men.’’& Behind the scenes, some 
Panther men were even beating up women, a topic that was publicly 
tabo0.6~ A key turning point in public policy occurred on July 5, 1969, 
when the Panther published a letter from Cleaver instructing Panther 
men to treat Panther women as equals. Readers took note as the newspa- 
per was the main vehicle by which leaders disseminated party policies 
and instructions. The letter was prompted by murder charges filed 
against member Ericka Huggins. ”The incarceration and the suffering of 
sister Erica [sic] should be a stinging rebuke to all manifestations of male 
chauvinism within our ranks,” Cleaver wrote. He recommended manda- 
tory disciplinary action against those who “manifest male chauvinism 
behavior.” He concluded, ”[Tlhe liberation of women is one of the most 
important issues facing the world today.“@ 

Although Panther men and women continued to battle over sexu- 
al equality behind the scenes, future frames of women were uniformly 
empowering. Feminist discourse accelerated, and sexism was framed as 
counter-revolutionary. On August 2, 1969, for example, the newspaper 
printed the entire text of member Roberta Alexander’s speech decrying 
intraparty sexism at a radical conference sponsored by the BPP. 
Alexander’s bold accusation against Panther men challenged the BPP’s 
social group identity: “[Women] are oppressed because they are workers 
and oppressed because they are Black. In addition, Black women are 
oppressed by Black men. ... The problem of male supremacy can’t be 
overcome unless it’s a two way street. Men must struggle, too.”@ The 
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next issue contained Candi Robinson’s appeal to other women Panthers: 
“Sisters, let’s educate our people. Combat liberalism, and combat male 
chauvanism [sic].”7o Robinson’s statement combined a call for justice, 
imbued women with agency, and strengthened their identity as revo- 
lutionaries, hallmarks of collective action framing. Panther recognition 
of female oppression marked an important transformation in the party’s 
frames of black womanhood. Significantly, the change was largely a 
product of female Panthers’ active resistance to sexism, through both 
public discourse on Panther pages and in behind-the-scenes discus- 
sions. 

A full-page interview of six unnamed Panther women on women’s 
liberation in September 1969 elaborated on their expectations of sexual 
equality. One interviewee said, “I think it’s important that within the 
context of that struggle that black men understand that their manhood 
is not dependent on keeping their black women subordinate.” Class 
struggle figured prominently in the women’s gender analysis. “[Wle 
have come to realize that male chauvinism and all its manifestations are 
bourgeois and that‘s one of the things we’re fighting against,” one of the 
women told the Panther.71 The interview highlights the newspaper’s 
major contribution to feminist discourse: addressing the multiple 
oppressions black women experience at the intersection of race, sex, and 
class. The Black Panther addressed the “triple oppression” of black 
women in a 1970 essay that again demonstrated Panthers, at least on the 
public platform provided by their newspaper, were on the cutting edge 
of feminist thought in their call for a broader view of women’s libera- 
tion.” Angela Davis, mainstream media poster girl for Black Power rad- 
icalism, expanded feminist discourse in long Panther interviews that 
reframed sexism as just one facet of a broader system of economic and 
political oppression. ”Women’s liberation is an extremely important ele- 
ment of the broader revolutionary struggle,” she said in 1972. “I think 
that there exists a tremendous revolutionary potential among women- 
particularly women of color and working women. . . . But this potential 
is by no means realized by the present Women’s Liberation Movement 
in this country.”73 

Panther editor Brown shared Davis‘s reservations about women’s 
lib’s apparent focus on white, middle-class concerns. The former 
communications secretary of the Los Angeles chapter, Brown was part 
of the vocal female ”clique” that challenged BPP subordination of 
women.74 The Panther published many articles written from a Marxist 
feminist perspective throughout Brown‘s tenure as editor, and contin- 
ued when she was acting head of the party from 1972 through 1974. Her 
influence is one reason Panther frames of women became more empow- 
ering. Female members’ potential identification with women’s libbers 
potentially threatened the ”oppositional consciousness” Panther women 
and men shared as members of a social movement challenging the dom- 
inant white power structure. An oppositional consciousness unifies 
members of an oppressed group to reform or overthrow their oppres- 
s o r ~ . ~ ~  Without it, social movements wither. Panther rhetoric that divid- 
ed the world into “we“ and “they” played a key role in maintaining 
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members’ oppositional consciousness. The concept of black men 
oppressing black women jeopardized party identity because framing 
Panther men as part of the adversarial “they“ shattered that neat 
dichotomy. 

Although occasional misogyny tested female members’ sense of 
shared consciousness, it was difficult for them to identify with middle- 
class white women. Nonetheless, party leaders, aware of the schism 
between Panther men and women, worried about losing female mem- 
bers who felt discriminated against. By 1970, women comprised 40% to 
70% of party member~hip.~~ The BPP attempted to resolve the dilemma 
by expanding its self-definition. Cleaver’s 1969 letter banning sexism is 
an example. Another is Newton’s August 1970 directive ordering the 
BPP to recognize and respect the women’s liberation and gay liberation 
movements. Besides reflecting his expanding theory about global 
oppression, disavowing sexism and anti-gay behavior offered a practi- 
cal benefit. ”[Tlhey are our allies,” he stated, “and we need as many allies 
as possible.”n 

The public policy change enabled the BPP to retain its group 
identity by reframing “we“ as oppressed people of both genders and 
“they“ as white-male-dominated capitalism. That reframing kept 
intact BPP oppositional consciousness. The next month, the Panther 
published a philosophical letter on gender from imprisoned members 
Joan Bird and Afeni Shakur that, in effect, blamed capitalism for racism 
and The anti-capitalist outlook enabled Kathleen Cleaver, 
without sounding traitorous, to claim in The Black Scholar in 1971 that 
ridding the world of male supremacy is “the most revolutionary ele- 
ment in changing the social order.” She absolved black men, by adding, 
”[Tlhe oppression of the woman by the black man is something that is 
perpetuated and encouraged by the system of colonialism run by the 
white man.”79 

Another reason the Panther framed women as equals after 1968 
was the fact that no one could ignore the dangers they took. The news- 
paper lionized Huggins when she was jailed in New Haven and gave 
her equal billing with Seale during their 1970-71 murder trial.8o Davis 
called Huggins ”the strongest, most courageous Black woman in 
America,” in a letter to her published in the Panther.8l An accompany- 
ing photograph of Huggins in front of the courthouse with her 
upraised fist clenched in the iconic Black Power symbol exemplified 
how the newspaper’s visual rhetoric celebrated female resistance. The 
Panther published an excerpt of a letter Huggins wrote from prison to 
her toddler daughter. “If I should return, I shall kiss you,” she wrote. 
”If I should fall on the way, I shall ask you to do as I have in the name 
of the revolution.”” The radical newspaper’s framing of imprisoned 
female Panthers as martyrs for the cause ironically reiterated tradition- 
al ideals of maternal sacrifice. “I always think of the pain you feel at 
being tom asunder from Mai,” Kathleen Cleaver wrote to Huggins in 
another letter published it the Panther. “Because you are a revolution- 
ary, you know that sacrifice is the essence of love, and love is the 
essence of victory.”= 
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Role 
Models 

Resistance 

The Panther‘s most radical framing was illustrations of women 
with guns. The imagery paradoxically often incorporated traditional 
ideas about motherhood into the imagery, perhaps in an attempt to 
make armed women more palatable to readers. A 1968 illustration of a 
woman in African tribal dress carrying a baby on her back-a ”Black 
Studies” book in one hand and a rifle in the other-framed black wom- 
anhood as encompassing motherhood, intellect, pride, agency, and 
resistance. Its caption read, “Until the day of liberation, protection for 
my child can only be guaranteed through the barrel of the gun.”S4 The 
caption of a 1970 Douglas drawing of a woman toting a child and a rifle 
said, ”Kill the pigs before they kill you.“85 A 1971 back cover depicted a 
determined-looking woman cradling a toddler in one hand and a rifle in 
the othetffi Images of mothers toting both guns and children, however, 
conveyed the not-so-radical message that women could justifiably kill to 
protect their children and homes. The Panther was more reluctant to 
depict men in domestic roles, although photographs occasionally 
showed men feeding children in the BPP Free Breakfast for Children 
program begun in 1968. Imagery of women with guns, however, upend- 
ed the notion that Panthers equated gunmanship with masculinity. A 
1971 story about racism in the welfare system, for example, was accom- 
panied by a drawing of a mild-looking, middle-aged woman pulling a 
large pistol from her purse outside a welfare department‘s door?’ A 1968 
drawing by Matilaba of a mother teaching her son to shoot subverted 
the idea that Panthers deemed weapons-handling as an exclusively 
masculine endeavor.88 

The Panther extolled the egalitarian, gun-toting example of women 
revolutionaries who fought alongside men in places such as Palestine 
and Zimbabwe.89 Stories highlighted Panther globalism, another one of 
the newspaper’s hallmarks. They reflected Newton’s 1970 shift from 
Black Nationalism to an ”intercommunal” struggle against global capi- 
talism that cut across color and gender lines.g0 The new emphasis also 
indicated a retreat from police and legal battles that had decimated 
Panther ranks by the early 1970s. After David Du Bois (stepson of black 
activist W.E.B. Du Bois) became editor at the end of 1972, the Panther 
routinely published articles about revolutionary movements around the 
world. 

Articles reiterated female revolutionaries’ strength and maternal 
sacrifices. “Many of these women,” read a 1980 editorial, “are mothers 
who have risked death so that their children might grow up to live in 
peace.”91 Panther women cited North Vietnam’s women soldiers as role 
models.92 Like the early Panthers, women revolutionaries in other coun- 
tries linked shooting skills to personal empowerment. A female resist- 
ance leader in Guinea-Bissau, for instance, in 1976 equated handling a 
gun with finding her voice. “Before I joined the struggle I was very timid 
and didn’t speak much. . . . Now I don’t hesitate to talk and have learned 
to use a gun myself.”93 The Panther also published many accounts of 
international women’s issues syndicated by radical news services, such 
as a 1975 series about women protesting apartheid in South Africa.% A 

of 
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feminist perspective informed articles about women fighting pervasive 
sexism in developing countries, such as a campaign to relax divorce laws 
in Guinea-Bi~sau.~~ 

Such resistance was the common thread among Panther portrayals 
of black womanhood both abroad and at home. Back in the United States, 
positive Panther coverage of Davis during her 1971-1972 murder trial 
countered hegemonic media representations of Davis in racially and sex- 
ualized stereotypes that delegitimized her critiques of racism. Panther 
collective action frames celebrated Davis even though she was not an 
official member of the BPP. ”Free Angela! Free all of us!” stated a head- 
line announcing her acquittal.9‘j The Panther routinely covered activities 
of several female Panthers who epitomized the Punther’s ideal. Brown, 
Huggins, and Cleaver, like Davis, were young, attractive, and casually 
stylish, sporting Afro hairdos that indicated milita11cy.9~ But it was their 
activism, invariably informed by resistance, that embodied meaningful 
black womanhood. A 1974 editorial praised Brown’s “youthful vigor, 
progressive commitment, and intelligent f~resight .”~~ 

Coverage in the mid-1970s demonstrates the party’s move from 
calls for revolution in the late 1960s to reform through established insti- 
tutions. Female Panther political candidates afforded a new angle for 
framing women as citizen activists. Brown twice ran unsuccessfully for 
Oakland City Council and remained active in Bay Area politics.w 
Nationally, the newspaper endorsed avowed feminist and NOW co- 
founder Rep. Shirley Chisholm (D-N.Y.) for president in 1972.’O0 The 
most glaring evidence of the BPF’s more conservative approach was the 
Panther’s front page announcing Huggins’s 1976 election to the Alameda 
County Board of Education, a far cry from the 1971 front-page photo- 
graph of Huggins defiantly making the Black Power fist on the court- 
house steps during her murder trial.lol 

Douglas’s illustrations also celebrated the ballot over bullets. A 
woman on a May 27, 1972, back cover, for example, carried a “Vote for 
Survival” sign that supported %ale for Oakland mayor.lo2 A 1974 draw- 
ing demonstrated how Pun ther frames equated power with education 
instead of weaponry. A heavyset, middle-aged woman wearing a house- 
dress and holding a child says: ”This baby of mine is going to know her 
true history and her role in this present day society because she’ll be 
going to the [Panthers’] Intercommunal Youth Institute.”’o3 Other illus- 
trations publicized constructive new BPP community programs in the 
1970s such as a school, free food, and safety patrols for senior citizens. 
Photographs of male Panthers escorting old women across the street 
offered alternative frames of masculinity from early images of rifle-toting 
men. 

The newspaper consistently framed disempowered groups of 
women as heroes in contrast to mass media constructions of them as 
deviant. These frames support McRobbie and Thomton’s observation 
that deviant social groups use their ”niche media” to counter the domi- 
nant hegemony.’”‘’ Unlike the hostile framing of welfare recipients in 
mainstream media,lo5 for example, the paper portrayed protesting wel- 
fare recipients as courageous challengers of an oppressive system.1o6 The 
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term “welfare mother” camed none of the negative connotations it did 
in the popular press. “Right On, Welfare Moms!” proclaimed the head- 
line of an account of a Massachusetts Welfare Rights Organization 
protest.lo7 

Women in prison also received positive coverage, perhaps in part 
because so many Panthers had experienced life behind bars. The Panther 
hailed women inmates’ resistance in a 1973 account of prisoners 
demanding classes and a library. The headline ”Our Sisters in Bondage” 
framed incarceration as slavery, which countered fear-mongering main- 
stream media frames of black criminality.lm Other stories exposed horri- 
ble prison conditions.lm In 1975, JoAnne Little came to personify the 
oppression of black female inmates for the Panther. Charged with stab- 
bing to death a white prison guard whom she charged raped her in a 
North Carolina cell, Little became a cause ckZ2bre. Her dilemma resonat- 
ed because it replicated slave owners’ sexual abuse of women. The 
newspaper framed Little’s act as a courageous act of resistance against 
oppression and her acquittal as a milestone for women’s rights.l1° 

R p d U C -  
tive Rights, 
sexual i~ ,  

Feminism 

One of the few issues on which Panther frames significantly 
diverged from those of the feminist press was reproductive rights. Early 
newspaper frames of the practice as black genocide indicated how the 
historical experiences of African Americans made it almost impossible 
for them to think of birth control in the same way as middle-class white 
women.ll1 Female resistance, however, pushed the newspaper to reframe 
the topic. Black feminists outside the party, such as lawyer Florynce 
Kennedy, argued for birth Inside the party, female members, 
many of them single mothers, challenged party opposition to birth con- 
trol; the Panther remained silent on the debate. In 1972, Audrea Jones, 
leader of the Boston branch, issued a position paper arguing for a BPP 
birth-control In 1974, the party instructed members to practice 
birth control. The newspaper still lagged in addressing the issue. Only in 
its final years in the late 1970s when federal rulings began to limit poor 
women’s access to abortion did the Panther editorialize in support of 
”women’s rights” to ab0rti0n.l~~ 

The usually outspoken Panther remained curiously circumspect on 
other aspects of sexuality. The newspaper’s chasteness contrasts with 
accounts of the party’s communal sexual e~perimentation.”~ The 
Panther’s public silence hid members’ private struggles that, like the 
birth-control debate, risked shattering group identity by polarizing BPP 
men and women. Sexual freedom often translated into sexual exploita- 
tion, as when Panther men pressured women to have sex as part of their 
revolutionary duty. Pregnant women often were left to raise their chil- 
dren a10ne.l16 Perhaps in reaction to those sexual consequences, infre- 
quent stories about sex adopted a sober tone, such as a 1973 article about 
a YWCA program aimed at reducing teen pregnancy.l17 

Editors never framed black women as sex objects in any issues 
examined for this research. The Panther‘s refusal to showcase the female 
black body marked a rejection of the damaging and painful history of 

and 
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racist and prurient media representations of black women.118 In the midst 
of the sexual revolution, the newspaper also campaigned against prosti- 
tution. A 1975 editorial stated: ”Prostitution in America is the outgrowth 
of our historically male-dominated, chauvinistic culture which through 
the centuries has treated women as little more than servants of male 
pleasure.”119 Except for Newton’s declaration of support for gay libera- 
tion published in the Panther on August 21,1970, lesbians and gay men 
remained virtually unmentioned in the newspaper. The silence suggests 
editors committed what sociologist Gaye Tuchman calls the “symbolic 
annihilation” of an undesirable group.1zo 

Black Panther pages show that Panthers did work with women’s lib 
groups despite their reservations about white feminists. For instance, a 
1969 article describes a rally organized by Panthers and New York 
women’s lib groups.lZ1 Later that year women inmates quoted a leaflet 
produced jointly by the Panthers and “N.Y. Women’s Liberation” that, 
according to its headline, detailed ”The Torture of Panther Women” in 
prison.’” The paper published accounts of a 1970 FBI report on the 
women’s movement that “carefully” documented feminists’ support for 
the BPP.lZ3 A 1975 story on the nearly defunct National Black Feminist 
Organization further demonstrated that the Panther framed feminism as 
relevant to black women.lZ4 By the mid-l970s, more evidence of the dilut- 
ed BPP’s move from revolution to reform appeared in Panther reports on 
liberal feminist campaigns once ignored as irrelevant reforms. This liber- 
al feminist news agenda, however, also indicated the dissipation of 
Panther identity throughout the 1970s, as it is a far cry from its original 
revolutionary calls for Black Power. A 1973 editorial even exulted when 
Billie Jean King drubbed Bobby Eggs in their ”Battle of the Sexes” ten- 
nis match.’= Articles the next year discussed the U.S. Commission on 
Civil Rights investigation of gender bias and a National Organization of 
Women’s class-action suit.lz6 One of the paper’s final editorials in 1980 
cited the failure to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment as evidence the 
United States remained “in the dark ages as far as women’s rights are 

The findings illustrate the counter-hegemonic role the radical 
press can play in representing social movements that are ridiculed, vili- 
fied, or ignored by mainstream media. The Black Panther‘s positive fram- 
ing of women on welfare or in prison exemplifies what Downing calls 
radical media’s important contribution to democratic discourse. Panther 
frames of women as oppressed by American institutions offered an 
important alternative to mainstream news framing of them as deviant. 
Panther rhetoric reframed the public debate on social issues such as 
poverty, poor housing, and failed inner-city schools to hold public insti- 
tutions responsible for those crises rather than flaws in African American 
character. The newspaper‘s coverage of women generally followed the 
model of adversarial collective action framing as described by Gamson. 
Accounts of police and prison brutality or bureaucratic humiliation of 
women instilled a sense of injustice among readers; imagery of armed 

Conczusion 
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Panther women in Oakland or female revolutionaries in Africa 
bestowed agency upon women; and confrontational rhetoric in head- 
lines or photos of the raised, clenched Black Power fist solidified group 
identity by creating a “we“ versus “they“ mentality. Inclusion of women 
among ”we” was crucial to preserving BPP members’ oppositional con- 
sciousness. 

Panther reframing of black womanhood from restrictive essential- 
ist stereotypes to empowering portrayals of female resistance illumi- 
nates how social movement ideology evolves. Several factors steered the 
Panther‘s reframing of black women: a handful of vocal, resistant female 
members who challenged sexism in the BPP; the newspaper’s function 
as a discussion forum on the topic; the increasing visibility of women in 
the party as men were lost to prison and violence; the tompeting visibil- 
ity of the Women’s Liberation movement; male leaders’ willingness to 
change their views on women’s role; the influence of female editors; and 
artist Emory Douglas’s unflagging devotion to opposing all forms of 
oppression. The reframing process shows that multiple factors inside 
and outside a social movement influence its ideology. The Panther’s 
gradual reframing of birth control from genocidal to a matter of repro- 
ductive rights is another example of how social movements evolve to 
remain relevant. The newspaper’s changing frames of women attest to 
the BPP’s ideological fluidity, which enabled the newspaper to last as 
long as it did. 

The contradictions between its public representation of women 
warriors and private battles with sexism likewise reflect how social 
movements do not occur in a vacuum and are influenced by the larger 
culture. Idealized frames of motherhood, even if armed, demonstrate 
how difficult it is for the most dedicated social rebels to cast off intemal- 
ized cultural beliefs. Similarly, the discrimination and physical abuse 
some female Panthers endured attests to the limits of rhetoric to change 
behavior and the limits of a periodical to cohere a social movement. 
Gender issues on which the Panther remained mostly silent-sexuality, 
homosexuality, and sexual violence-reveal areas that were most 
uncomfortable for its publishers because of glaring gaps between theo- 
ry and practice. They threatened its group identity as an egalitarian 
social movement seeking social justice. Addressing these issues would 
have forced Panther editors to point fingers at themselves or their male 
readership instead of entrenched public institutions or abstractions such 
as ”male chauvinism” that they relished attacking. 

The Black Panther‘s major contribution to feminism was its pio- 
neering discussions on the interlocking oppressions of race, class, and 
gender. For more than a decade, the Panther constructed an empowering 
vision of black womanhood that creatively combined elements old and 
new, conventional and radical. The most dramatic example is how it 
added an edge to the image of the resistant black woman by putting a 
gun in her hands. Even when a ballot box replaced guns as the BPP 
backed off its revolutionary rhetoric, the Panther’s ideal black woman 
unapologetically practiced the resistance that historically has served as 
the touchstone of black female identity.lz8 Coverage of Davis’s legal saga 
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countered hegemonic stereotypes that ignored her call for social justice. 
Emory's illustrations dignified a broad range of women either invisible 
or demeaned in mainstream media. Further, Panther collective action 
frames constructed black womanhood in a positive light that privileged 
activism over appearancean approach that framed women as subject 
instead of as object. The distinction is vital because it infused black 
women with agency; they became actors instead of being acted upon. 
Panther portrayals of black womanhood should be counted among the 
contributions scholars only have begun to attribute to the Black 
Panthers. 
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